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Abstract

This working paper addresses the potential of educational neuroscience
in educator training and continuing professional development. The
authors offer four critical factors regarding the utility of educational
neuroscience for educators. First, the foundations and history of
professional educator development in educational neuroscience are
considered. Second, a review of existing teacher educator training
programs purported to represent neuroscience approaches is considered.
Third, a review of the empirical learning science literature is considered.
Fourth, a rationale for including more intensive brain literacy training
for educators is provided by comparing the impact standard teaching
practices and brain literate teaching practices have on children. Finally,
five recommendations for the development of brain literacy in Singapore
are offered for administrators and policymakers to guide future policy and
practice decisions.

Introduction: Meeting Learner Needs in Diverse Classrooms

Teaching young minds and shaping the Singaporean citizens of tomorrow
is both challenging and rewarding. The investment in teaching is
tremendous, as is its payoff. Our future leaders, entrepreneurs, managers,
engineers, scientists, artists, and educators begin their careers well before
they become adults in our pluralistic society. Singapore is known for its
high-quality education and empirically-based practices, resulting in a
skilled workforce that promulgates the tremendous success experienced
in the country. Given the excellent preparation teachers receive in the
National Institute of Education (NIE), the question remains as to what
other types of training could be done to support their expertise and
competence in meeting diverse learner needs.
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Students educated in Singapore are among the best prepared in the
world. However, an ongoing challenge for educators and policymakers
is determining how best to meet the complex cognitive, academic,
behavioural, and psychosocial needs of children. In our pluralistic
society, most Singaporean educators value and readily accommodate
social, cultural, racial, gender, and linguistic differences among
children. However, cognitive diversity is seldom considered, in part
because educators are not trained to recognize student cognitive
differences, or how these differences might impact their instruction
or student academic success. Thus, training in cognitive diversity will
enable educators to better understand and meet the learning needs of
all Singaporean students.
Recognizing learner differences remains a critical skill that teachers
must develop, for they understand that academic failure has
considerable individual, social, and economic consequences. Many
educators value individual learner differences in their classrooms,
but often report a need to better understand how these individual
differences influence the instructional process and student outcomes.
Every day, teachers see students excel in some areas and struggle
with others. Some students grasp classroom instruction and attain
curricular objectives with relative ease, while others may have difficulty
with initial learning, or recalling previously learned material. Not only
must teachers recognize learner differences, they need the skills and
materials necessary to provide alternative instructional strategies to
meet wide-ranging student needs. Surely, their excellent training in
NIE allows them to provide high quality instruction to most students.
However, without training in cognitive diversity, their approach may be
less than optimal for all learners.
This Working Paper will address this critical need in teacher education
by providing a framework for developing teacher knowledge and skills
in educational neuroscience, or what has been termed "developing
educator brain literacy". As Butterworth and Tolmie note (Chapter 1,
Educational Neuroscience),
“Practitioners [teachers] will need to be involved at the heart
of the research – and researchers will need to engage with
issues of delivery. The implied roles are largely unfamiliar to all
4
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concerned, so even setting up a small number of functioning
teams will require members to make an unusual commitment,
which may need to be based in the first instance on belief in the
potential of the work rather than substantial concrete evidence
of benefit.”
Although there are many overlapping concepts between education
and psychology, and psychology and neuroscience, what is needed is
cross-fertilization of knowledge and skills across all three disciplines.
For the purposes of this paper, we will contrast the contributions of
psychology and neuroscience to education. While psychology is more
focused on the actual behaviours a child displays, neuroscience
attempts to understand the cause of these behaviors by recognizing
the biology behind behaviour. The neuroscientist examines what
happens in the brain before, during, and after the displayed behaviour;
the psychologist investigates not only the behaviour but also the social
factors, personality factors, and individual’s history that may have
influenced the behaviour.
Neuroscience is a very important tool to understand learning behaviour
within the context of the classroom environment. Although this
distinction between brain and behaviour can be challenging, the more
we learn about neuroscience and how the brain works, the more
we believe that there are many benefits for educators in combining
neuroscience, psychology, and education to create powerful learning
experiences. We argue here the job of the teacher is not only to help
students achieve curricular objectives but to optimize brain functioning
in all students, allowing them the greatest opportunity for classroom
and occupational success.
The potential contribution of neuroscience research for informing
educational practice has been a topic of interest among educators
and policymakers alike. Unlike many educational neuroscience
approaches that target specific learning skills or academic domains,
brain literacy is not about a specific textbook or intervention package.
Nor is it a multisensory approach to instruction with purported links to
brain structures and functions. Brain literacy, like all literacy, requires
exposure, explicit instruction, knowledge translation, practice, and
continuing education.
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In this Working Paper we will detail the educational neuroscience
advantage for fostering educator brain literacy, and how teachers
can embark on a systematic programme of training, developed by
leaders in neuroscience and education, to better understand brain and
behaviour in their classrooms.
To summarize, brain literacy is not about a special package,
product, or a traditional educational leadership programme with
the brain mapped onto it, but an ongoing effort to develop educator
professionalism beyond traditional pedagogical methods and practices.
Essentially, developing brain literacy is helping educators realize how
thoughts and behaviours are governed by the brain, not only among
their students, but also by their own brain functioning. Understanding
the latest developments in neuroscience and how they apply to
education will make the Singaporean educational system stronger,
allowing teachers to recognize how individual learner differences
intersect with curricular goals and objectives, and ensuring our diverse
student body is optimally prepared for success, both in Singapore and
in the world.

Educational Neuroscience: A Historical Perspective

The ideas of brain-based learning have been periodically considered
for many decades, so one must ask a critical question: What has
changed over this period, and have changes been sufficient to
consider incorporating brain literacy instruction into educator training
today? The answer is in part related to tremendous advances in
technology, which allows scientists to investigate brain structures and
functions as never before. Virtually unheard of prior to the 1990’s, fastpaced technological advances have led to sophisticated neuroimaging
techniques and tremendous changes in our understanding of
cognitive and behavioural neuroscience. No area of study, whether
it be neuroscience, psychology, or education, has witnessed such
a transformation in such a short amount of time. No longer is the
neuroscience and neuropsychology literature based on adults with
brain damage, or individuals with brain malformations documented
by archaic imaging techniques (e.g., X-rays, EEG). Instead, imaging
advances allowed researchers to gain insight into brain structures and
functions in new ways. Even advances in EEG-use such as evokedpotential research paved the way for innovation and discovery. Many
6
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early beliefs and practices have been re-written as a result, leading to
further discovery and innovation.
There are now literally thousands of articles written that explain how
the brain grows, thinks, learns, and behaves, and what happens
when neurodevelopment goes awry. For instance, between 2009
and 2013, there were 1.79 million articles written and 1.73 million
active researchers exploring brain-behaviour relationships relevant for
education and clinical treatment, with numerous neuroimaging studies
leading to cathartic insight into the brain-basis of cognition, emotion,
learning, and behaviour (Stelzer, Lohmann, Mueller, Buschmann, &
Turner, 2014; see Figure 1). This explosion of literature has re-written
long-held assumptions about brain-behaviour relationships and their
impact on classroom achievement and behaviour (Fischer, Goswami,
& Geake, 2009; Meltzoff, Kuhl, Movellan, & Sejnowski, 2009). For
instance, our understanding of the left and right hemispheres was
well-researched and subsequently revised. The left hemisphere-verbal
abilities/right hemisphere-nonverbal abilities dichotomy, which governed
research protocols and psychological test development for nearly 100
years, was eradicated (see Bryan & Hale, 2001) with the advent of
modern neuroimaging techniques.

Figure 1. The number of publications per year incorporating fMRI
on human subjects (Stelzer et al., 2014).
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Although scientific discovery leads to new theories and furthers
research efforts, it is important that gains in knowledge are applied
to real-world outcomes, and, for the purposes of this Working Paper,
outcomes in education. In other words, they must be relevant for
changes in pedagogical practices that impact the lives of children in
classrooms. Of the revolutionary advances in our understanding of
brain and behaviour, three fundamental empirical findings provide the
impetus for embracing a brain-based approach to education:
•

Like other diversity areas (e.g., gender, cultural, linguistic),
cognitive diversity is the norm for a vast majority of children, not
just children with special needs (e.g., Hale, Fiorello, Kavanagh,
Holdnack, & Aloe, 2007);

•

The brain is much more malleable than was anticipated and is
constantly changing in response to environmental demands,
suggesting learning and behavioural challenges can be overcome
through systematic evidence-based instruction (e.g., Dubinsky,
Roehrig, & Varma, 2013);

•

Tailoring instruction based on an understanding of cognitive
diversity not only maximizes student learning and behaviour, but
it has also shown the potential to mitigate learning or behavioural
difficulties from becoming a lifelong disability that is highly resistant
to intervention (Koziol, Budding, & Hale, 2013).

One irrefutable premise for teaching educators about neuroscience is
that the brain is the organ responsible for all learning and behaviour.
In essence, our newfound understanding of neurodevelopment and
brain plasticity documents that teachers are responsible for changing
the brains of children. Each year a student is in school, new neural
pathways are laid, and old pathways are actually purged (a physical
process called "pruning). Emerging evidence suggests understanding
brain-based learning differences may be more advantageous than
considering traditional behavioural outcome measures alone when
designing instruction and tailoring intervention efforts (Gabrieli, Ghosh,
& Witfield-Gabrieli, 2015; Hoeft et al., 2007). This strongly suggests
that there is real potential value in exploring brain-based approaches to
instruction and intervention.
8
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Despite the apparent face validity of the approach, a contentious and
at times acrimonious debate has emerged as to whether those charged
with educating children would benefit from a brain-based approach
to curriculum and instruction, with misinformation and boundaries
seemingly difficult to bridge or overcome (Beauchamp & Beauchamp,
2012; Hirsh-Pasek & Bruer, 2007). The main barrier to brain-based
education is the research-practice divide acknowledged by advocates
and opponents alike (Ansari & Coch, 2006; Carandini, 2012; Mason,
2009). The divide between neuroscience and school-based practice, as
highlighted in Figure 2, remains formidable.

Figure 2. Bridging the neuroscience-school practice divide.

This neuroscience-education divide occurs because there are few
neuroscience laboratory researchers who have the knowledge of
classroom curriculum and instruction (Willingham, 2009; Worden,
Hinton, & Fischer, 2011). This knowledge is critical for translating
research findings into meaningful classroom-based practice for
educators. On the other hand, very few educators and policymakers
realize that classroom instruction can develop student cognitive and
psychosocial brain functioning. This is in part due to the absence of
formal training or supervised experience in applying knowledge of
brain-behaviour relationships in classrooms (Fischer, 2008; Goswami,
2006; Pickering & Howard-Jones, 2007).
Although some brain-based education programs exist in the popular
literature, most consist of single or multiple workshops provided
by those with limited neuroscience or neuropsychology training.
As a result, misconceptions (often referred to as neuromyths) can
be adopted, which in turn hampers translation efforts (Dekker, Lee,
9
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Howard-Jones, & Jolles, 2012). This remains a significant challenge for
developing educator brain literacy because educational neuroscience
instruction must be thorough, accurate, and economical in terms
of delivery. Discussed later, other educator-led approaches that
purportedly address brain function in their models (e.g., differentiated
instruction, multiple intelligences, learning styles, universal design for
learning) are neither evidence-based nor accurate in the representation
of brain functioning (Hale, Chen, Tan, Poon, Fitzer, & Boyd, 2016).
Unfortunately, less is not more, when it comes to developing teacher
brain literacy. It requires a systematic, ongoing effort to translate
newfound knowledge and skills into classroom practices that ultimately
lead to better student outcomes.
The absence of qualified trainers who have sufficient knowledge of
both neuroscience and education does not deter educator interest
in gaining insight into neuroscience approaches to education. Brief,
entertaining, and potentially inaccurate commercial workshops are
available, but there is no governing body that can exert quality control
over the content or presenters. With these potentially problematic
resources available, educators desire and regularly seek training in
educational neuroscience, but scant research has been conducted
on teachers’ motivation for such educational neuroscience training
and whether they gain knowledge or skills from such training (Hook
& Farah, 2013). Insufficient educator training may actually be
counterproductive, increasing the likelihood of fantastic claims from
commercially motivated individuals who hawk their products for profit
(Hruby, 2011). Those most susceptible to influence are those most
naïve about neuroscience, making educators a vulnerable target for
such influence (e.g., Weisberg, Keil, Goodstein, Rawson, & Gray,
2008). This vulnerability is in part fuelled by educators who often seek
brief training workshops with “take away” messages that will give them
new strategies for teaching children (Hook & Farah, 2013).
Clearly, the empirical neuroscience research-school practice divide
hinders educator development of brain literacy, which in turn prevents
teachers from delivering brain-based differentiated instruction
that benefits their diverse student body. The assumption behind
differentiated instruction – that diverse learner needs can be met
by expert teachers sensitive to individual learner differences (e.g.,
10
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Tomlinson, 2014) – is not fully realized without brain-based training into
the myriad causes of cognitive, academic, and behavioural diversity in
students (Butterworth & Kovas, 2013).
Having educators learn brain-behaviour relationships is potentially very
useful in their classroom instruction, but how to accomplish this feat is
another question. Both neuroscientists and educators have called upon
policymakers to bring these disparate fields together (Fischer, 2008;
Goswami, 2006; Pickering & Howard-Jones, 2007). However, without
infrastructure (e.g., personnel, curriculum, translational research), the
chasm between these fields remains remarkable, and bridging that gap
remains a formidable challenge for researchers and policymakers alike.
While the “debate” about the need to teach educators brain literacy is
ubiquitous in the literature, what is absent is research on what works
and what does not in trying to bridge the gap. Without evidence to
guide policymakers, investment in brain-based education approaches
is left to individual educators, who seek training on their own. They may
have good intentions in seeking this knowledge, but the information
may be inaccurate and can lead to teacher-initiated interventions that
run counter to what we know is solid evidence-based practice.
Three bodies of literature should be considered in exploring the
potential of brain literacy training. The first comes from those in the
education field who purport to have developed brain-based education
programs such as differentiated instruction (e.g., Tomlinson, 2013) or
universal design for learning (e.g., Rose & Meyer, 2002). A second
important body of literature comes from the evidence base on the
science of how we learn (e.g., Hattie, 2009), which focuses on teaching
methods known to improve achievement and/or behaviour, but is not
based in neuroscience. A third body of evidence comes from cognitive
neuroscientists who typically conduct controlled experiments in student
learning and behaviour (e.g., McCandliss, 2010).
Currently, there is little consensus among these three approaches
to advancing teacher pedagogical practices, and efforts to translate
neuroscience into school-based practice have been quite limited. When
one considers the limited interaction between these disciplines, it is
not surprising that these areas of inquiry focused on serving diverse
learner needs are still far apart (Worden, Hinton, & Fischer, 2011). In
11
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considering these disciplinary schisms, we believe it is important to
recognize that only a systematic approach to developing brain literacy
methods and materials will bridge these apparently disparate fields.

Differentiated Instruction and Universal Design for
Learning

Recognizing the potential value of brain-based education is not
a new phenomenon, with a history of attempts to link brain and
education spanning over 50 years (Willingham, 2009). Early
attempts at such a link, such as those by advocates for children
who struggled with learning and/or behaviour1 had minimal brain
dysfunction (e.g., Clements & Peters, 1962) that required linking
“aptitudes” to “treatments” (e.g., Ysseldyke, 1973), were not
effective and were discredited. However, Gardner’s (1993) multiple
intelligences reinvigorated interest in individual differences after a
long period of dormancy. Unlike educational neuroscience, which
tends to be evidence-based, Gardner’s approach is a theoretical
one – a heuristic for understanding individual differences. Taught in
most teacher education programmes, Gardner’s approach laid an
important foundation in that it fuelled a renewed interest in educators
understanding student diversity in their classrooms. It provided the
impetus for two contemporary educator-led approaches to brainbased education – differentiated instruction (Tomlinson, 2002) and
universal design for learning (Rose & Meyer, 2002). Both approaches
capitalize on two alluring principles – brain-based instructional
strategies and technology.

Differentiated Instruction

The pressure to serve children with special needs in mainstream
classrooms led to a movement that became known as differentiated
instruction (Tomlinson, 2002). Differentiated instruction advocates
1. For brevity, we do not highlight specific disabilities such as ADHD,
dyslexia, and autism. Each of these disabilities would require
extensive review (see Hale et al., 2016). To explore each deficit
within the most common diagnostic labels would become too
cumbersome for this Working Paper. Instead we will use terminology
such as “disabilities", “special needs", and “struggling learners”.
12
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suggest that the differing backgrounds, experiences, and learning
styles of children require varied instructional and assessment
techniques, so children could learn using different modalities and
demonstrate competence in different ways (Tuttle, 2000). Fundamental
to differentiation is the assumption that multiple intelligences
(Gardner, 1989) or learning styles (Dunn & Griggs, 1988), affect a
child’s response to curriculum and instruction, so teachers should
understand child learning profiles and teach to each child’s strengths to
compensate for deficits (Tomlinson, 2004).
Purportedly based on an understanding of brain functions (Sousa &
Tomlinson, 2011), differentiation recognizes individual child strengths
while adjusting content, process, and product to accommodate for
weaknesses (Levy, 2008). By recognizing how children differed in
learning styles (e.g., visual, auditory, tactile, motor-kinaesthetic; see
Figure 3) borne out of an understanding of the four lobes of the brain,
teachers could use differentiated instruction to accommodate diverse
learners so all children could use their cognitive strengths to access
the curriculum (Tomlinson, 2014). Like many educational theories, what
sounds sensible and plausible may not be viable in practice, but this did
not deter advocates for differentiated instruction.

Figure 3. Learning Styles in Differentiated Instruction.

Over the past 20 years, such advocates have generated many
alternative instructional and assessment techniques. These include
instructional, curricular, and testing accommodations to be provided
to students with special needs in mainstream classrooms (Gregg
& Linstrom, 2008; Ketterlin-Geller & Jamgochian, 2011). The most
13
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common differentiation approaches include changes in teacher
presentation, student response, timing/scheduling, and setting
(Thurlow, Thompson, & Lazarus, 2006; Tomlinson, 2004).
Educators were taught to look for these four types of learners in their
classroom and to use students' strengths to help them learn. Examples
widely used include: increasing white space, reducing distracters,
reducing the number of items or length of passages, multiple choice
formats, key text words underlined or highlighted, segmented passages,
simplified graphics, larger fonts, additional graphics, and simplified
language (Lazarus, Hodgsen, Cormier, & Thurlow, 2011). Technology
plays a significant role in differentiation, such as using computers for
tutorials and/or sample test items for children with testing difficulties,
calculators for children with math computation problems, keyboarding
for children with handwriting problems, or audiotaped lectures for
children with auditory processing problems (see Tomlinson, 2014).

Universal Design for Learning (UDL)

UDL shares the differentiated instruction penchant for a brain-based
model of instruction and an emphasis on technology to accommodate
learner preferences (Rose & Meyer, 2002). The similarities in rhetoric,
practice, and research among UDL advocates and those who support
differentiated instruction are quite clear. Much like multiple intelligences
has more humanistic than scientific value (Hale et al., 2016), words like
“access”, “participation” and “progress” are part of the UDL vernacular
(Hitchcock, Meyer, Rose, & Jackson, 2002). Similar to differentiated
instruction, UDL principles largely rely on instructional modifications
and accommodations that reduce the barriers to learning experienced
by diverse learners, with technology serving students who need
accommodations to access the world around them (Hitchcock et al.,
2002). The UDL premise is often based on a simple analogy. Like a
person with a mobility disability who needs a wheelchair ramp or elevator
to change building floors, UDL interventions are needed to help diverse
learners with learning weaknesses use supports to access the academic
curriculum. Rose and Meyer (2002) suggest all children can succeed
if teachers provide multiple means of representing information to be
learned, multiple approaches for evaluating student knowledge, and
multiple ways of engaging students affectively for motivation to learn.
14
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Although the differentiated instruction, multiple intelligences, or
learning styles approach is not consistent with the brain structures and
functions most relevant for teachers to understand when educating
children (e.g., Schneider, Prker, Crevier-Quintin, Kubas, & Hale,
2013), UDL has included some important aspects of brain functioning
that warrant further attention – such as self-management skills and
emotional valence in learning. Depicted in Figure 4, UDL advocates
discuss the Representation (posterior brain recognition networks – the
“what” of learning), Action and Expression (anterior brain Strategic
networks – the “how” of learning), and the Engagement (limbic system
Affective networks – the “why” of learning), and aspects of brainbehaviour relationships (Meyer, Rose & Gordon, 2016). As can be
seen in Figure 4, UDL is somewhat more relevant because of its higher
order recognition of brain functioning that includes input (Recognition
Networks) and output/executive control (Strategic Networks). In
addition, an added advantage of the UDL model is that it considers
Affective networks for motivational aspects of learning. As a result,
the what, why, and how of learning (Rose & Meyer, 2002) could make
UDL a more viable framework for applying educational neuroscience in
classrooms than differentiated instruction. The approach appropriately
acknowledges the “one size fits all” educational framework undermines
effective classroom practices, and recognizes patterns among these
three functional systems or networks that impact classroom learning
for diverse learners (Rose & Strangman, 2007). At this very basic
level of understanding, this brain-based model is accurate and is more
useful than multiple intelligences as a heuristic, but its pragmatic value
remains untested.

Figure 4. The Universal Design for Learning (UDL) Brain Model.
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Aside from the UDL model being a more accurate, albeit simplistic,
representation of brain functioning, the UDL focus on technology to serve
diverse learners is perhaps the key difference between differentiated
instruction and UDL. While both advocate technological and nontechnological approaches, UDL has built its premise on how technology
is the key to accommodating learner differences. In the United States,
the Higher Education Opportunity Act (2008) put its weight behind UDL,
suggesting it is an empirically-based approach that provides flexible
delivery of instructional content that keeps students engaged, thus
reducing barriers to learning, especially for diverse learners.
Through modifying curriculum, instruction, and assessment practices,
the assumption is that the needs of all diverse learners can be met
(Meyer, Rose, & Gordon, 2014). UDL also supports the idea of ongoing
formative assessment, with instructional support, accommodation, and
modification as necessary to help those with special needs access the
curriculum (Jorgenson & Weir, 2002). Like differentiated instruction,
UDL is clearly a positivistic approach to learning, where students are
provided with multisensory learning methods in a way that is uniquely
motivating to the individual, with evaluation methods also sensitive to
learner differences and diverse student backgrounds (Chita-Tegmark et
al., 2011).
Despite the large body of literature on UDL, including dozens of articles
and books which espouse the virtues of such an approach, relatively
few studies have empirically examined its proposed methods. In a
review of the Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST) website,
there is considerable evidence presented purportedly in support of UDL
principles, but not from research conducted by UDL advocates or those
who would recognize UDL brain-behaviour relationships. In addition,
even though the UDL articles presented should reflect neuroscience
theory or research, most were published in education journals and not
in neuroscience or neuropsychology ones. Most extant UDL studies
focus on surveys of teacher or student opinions about UDL methods,
which are often positive (e.g., Abell, Jung, & Taylor, 2011; Fuentes,
Castro, Casas, Vallejo, & Zuniga, 2016; Kortering, McClannon, &
Braziel, 2008), but they do not address learning outcomes associated
with UDL. Without this crucial evidence to support adoption of UDL
16
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methods, it remains unclear whether UDL is indeed a scientifically
supported approach for serving diverse learner needs (Edyburn, 2010).
Differentiated instruction and UDL may be conceptually useful in
advancing brain-based education, and dozens of articles and books
have been written extolling the virtue of differentiated instruction and
UDL in inclusive classrooms. However, there is limited and inconsistent
scientific evidence for the efficacy of the methods advocated (Edyburn,
2010; Hall, Strangman, & Meyer, 2002; Harrison, Bunford, Evans, &
Owens, 2013; Kettler, 2012; Lovett, 2012). Curriculum design and
measurement issues remain a major concern with these approaches,
because instructional modifications and testing accommodations
vary significantly among students, classes, schools, and districts. A
considerable limitation of UDL is the variable assessment methods
advocated, which lead to poor measurement integrity (i.e., reliability
and validity) when alternative instructional or assessment approaches
are used (Elliott, Hale, Fiorello, Dorvil, & Moldovan, 2010; Stone &
Davey, 2011; Wyse & Albano, 2015). Simply, if a teacher uses several
methods to evaluate student performance based on their individual
strengths and needs, it is difficult – if not impossible – to determine the
equivalence of teacher expectations and student outcomes.
Very few studies have explored the utility of UDL approaches. UDL
instructional modifications and testing accommodations do not appear
to be based on student learning characteristics according to the
Recognition, Strategic, and Affective networks, but instead appear
to be largely multisensory in nature to improve interest and access.
Thus, the UDL empirical studies do not appear to establish a clear
relationship between the brain and behaviour. In a recent review of the
group and single subject studies over a 30-year period (1984 to 2014),
only 5 of the 191 eligible UDL journal articles met the criteria set forth
by authors to be considered evidence-based (Crevecoeur et al., 2014).
Even in these few studies, the primary focus was on incorporating UDL
principles into teacher instructional designs, not on learner outcomes
(Crevecoeur, Sorenson, Mayorga, & Gonzalez, 2014). Without
substantial impact on educational outcomes, UDL largely appears to
be a good multisensory instructional approach dressed under a brainbased cloak to foster interest (e.g., Castellani, Mason, & Orkwis, 2007).
17
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Limitations of Differentiated Instruction and UDL

Differentiation and UDL may be valuable conceptually, but real-world
implementation remains a significant challenge. There is little empirical
evidence as to what methods are effective and what should be adopted
(Scanlon & Backer, 2012), leading some to question whether these
approaches are feasible in practice (Carolan & Guinn, 2007). Research
has shown that a large majority of teachers report that differentiation
is too difficult to implement effectively (84%; Farkas & Duffett, 2008),
perhaps because there is no set way to differentiate assessment
or instruction (Wormeli, 2005), or because there is considerable
misinformation about what differentiation and UDL entail (Edyburn,
2010; Logan, 2011).
Many scholars note that these approaches provide modifications
and accommodations for students that significantly alter assessment
content and/or performance expectations (Salend, 2008), which leads
us to consider the concept of substantial impact. Substantial impact
occurs when proposed methods improve the performance of children
with special needs relative to those who do not receive modifications
or accommodations. Research suggests that UDL either does not
substantially impact children with special needs, or if it does help these
students, the methods similarly help peers without disabilities (Kettler,
2012). Just because an alternative instructional method or modified
assessment is easier, more interesting, or enjoyable does not mean it
is a better or a more authentic test of academic achievement (Elliott et
al., 2008). While an enjoyable instructional format is certainly important
to consider, the most important thing in education is students achieving
instructional and curricular goals and objectives.
Advocates for differentiated instruction also purport that the approach
is brain-based, but there is little evidence in the neuroscience, learning
styles, or multiple intelligences literature that would support this
contention (Landrum & McDuffie, 2010; Pashler, McDaniel, Rohrer,
& Bjork, 2008). The learning styles literature is more focused on
rudimentary psychological processes (e.g., visual, auditory), not brain
processes and systems most related to learning (see Schneider et al.,
2013). Perhaps individualization and differentiation are conceptually
sound, but the problem lies in the conceptual anchor of differentiated
18
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instruction –learning styles and multiple intelligences (Landrum &
McDuffie, 2010). UDL is at least more accurate in its representation
of brain functioning, albeit it is far too simplistic. If the evidence base
regarding differentiated instruction and UDL is minimal, is there
sufficient empirical evidence for instructional practices that do lead to
improved academic outcomes for diverse learners?

The Science of Learning and John Hattie’s Contribution
Education has often had a vexed relationship with science, with some
suggesting the lack of brain-based practice in the classroom and the
prevalence of neuromyths is due to the differing goals and values of
science and education. Willingham (2009) notes that the purpose of
neuroscience is to discover and explain brain-behaviour relationships,
whereas the purpose of education is to develop pedagogical strategies
that improve student outcomes in instructional environments. In
addition, neuroscientist suggestions for educators are often based on
results from laboratory settings, and do not consider the more typical
scenario of providing education to large groups of diverse learners.
This difference in laboratory versus classroom settings can be seen
as an impediment to translational brain literacy. Nonetheless, there is
one area of education – the science of learning – which can potentially
serve to bridge the science-practice gap. It is possible that the science
of brain and the science of learning could be integrated into an
optimal empirically-based practice that incorporates the best of both
knowledge bases.
Probably the most influential of proponents of the science of learning is
John Hattie, who has made tremendous strides in bringing science to
classroom instruction. Hattie (2009) reviewed over 800 meta-analyses
that involved over 50,000 studies and synthesized a report about
empirical influences on student achievement. His synthesis addressed
many important variables such as student, home, teacher, teaching
strategies, and curricula. Throughout his book, Visible Learning, he
suggested empirically-derived inferences about teaching, learning and
environmental factors create real and meaningful impact on student
classroom performance. One key take-away message is that schools,
particularly teachers and their teaching strategies, can make a direct
impact on student achievement outcomes with the methods they adopt.
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Specifically, it is critical to make instructional and learning success
indicators visible to the teachers and students, and the importance of
observable feedback and data collection is thus highlighted.

Teaching Factors

Teaching is an act that changes brain functioning (Hale et al., 2016).
Although not tied to brain functions, Hattie’s (2009) analysis showed
teachers can exert great impact on student achievement. Highlighted in
Table 1 are the key factors associated with effective teaching in metaanalysis reports, as well as those associated with methods deemed
the least effective. Several teaching approaches with high average
effect sizes (>.40) include instructional methods that likely tap different
brain areas. Not only will these facilitate student acquisition, fluency,
maintenance, generalization, and adaption of newfound skills, but they
will likely increase brain connectivity to produce more competent and
independent learners (Hale, Semrud-Clikeman, & Kubas, 2013). Many
of these strategies are related to making learning visible, observable,
and measurable in classroom settings.
Table 1. Meta-Analysis of Effective Teaching Methods.

Learning intentions are descriptions to students about what they
are expected to learn in terms of knowledge, skills, attitudes, or
values. They make transparent the direction and the expectations of
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performance for the students. Setting mastery goals (Ames, 1992)
helps orient students toward the desired competency; setting learning
goals (Elliott & Dweck, 1988) rather than performance goals helps
students to focus on learning rather than gaining external reward – they
will be more willing to put in effort and will pursue challenging tasks
rather than trying to avoid failure. Goal setting is a function of the frontal
cortex cognitive executive functions (Anderson, 2002), with valuing of
those goals being more a function of the emotional executive areas
(Plassmann, O’Doherty, & Rangel, 2010), thus, its place in the evidence
base seems quite logical. Goal setting must also take into consideration
the varying levels of students' attitudes/values and their levels of
processing knowledge and skills. In addition, setting specific challenging
goals rather than vague ones like “doing your best” helps students to
direct their attention to the relevant behaviours and outcomes. In other
words, indiscriminate praise for effort is not as useful as goals that are
achieved and mastered. Setting goals is thus related to several student
factors, including the development of self-regulation and self-concept
(Herwig, Kaffenberger, Jancke, & Bruhl, 2010).
Several instructional approaches that share the same characteristics
of making success criteria transparent have been found to show high
average effect sizes (>0.50): including mastering learning and Keller’s
Personalized System of Instruction (PSI). Developed by Keller and
Sherman in the 60s, PSI has been called programmed instruction
of highly structured self-pacing of instructional materials. Students
proceed through the material at their own pace and show mastery
of content before proceeding to the next objective, while the teacher
provides instructional and motivational support. It is, in a way, a mastery
learning approach.
In many classrooms, instructional time for a topic is held constant
and students’ performance is allowed to vary. Mastery learning, in
contrast, holds the standard constant but allows the time to achieve
the learning outcomes to vary. It typically chunks the content into small
units of instruction. Each unit comes with an assessment to identify the
strengths and gaps of a student, and teacher feedback or scaffolding
is provided to help the student achieve the objective. Neuroscience
findings suggest the goal of learning should be mastery, so subcortical
structures can automatize skills to free the cortex for new learning
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(Koziol, Budding, & Hale, 2013). For instance, one of the differentiated
instruction accommodations for children with special needs is to provide
them with less work, but this works against their neurodevelopmental
need to master content, making subsequent learning even more difficult
(Hale et al., 2016). With limited skill mastery, cognitive and academic
deficits are likely to become substantial over time, and this could
potentially lead to a life-long disability (Hale et al., 2016).
Among the factors in Hattie’s review, providing feedback to students
has one of the highest average effect sizes. Providing formative or
regular, ongoing evaluation has an effect size greater than 0.90. Hattie
provides a succinct description of feedback as “information provided by
an agent (e.g., teacher, peer, book, parent, or one’s own experience)
about aspects of one’s performance or understanding” (2009, p. 174).
To be effective, feedback needs to focus on specific aspects of a task
or processes that reduce the gap between the performance and the
desired standard. Feedback can be intertwined with instruction such
that corrective information is closely followed by remedial instruction
(Kulhavy, 1977).
It is important to take a student-centric perspective of feedback,
which is where brain literacy can play an important role. Brain literacy
can provide educators with greater specificity in understanding a
learning or behaviour problem, which in turn can lead to more targeted
interventions (Hale et al., 2016). Beyond merely providing feedback,
teachers must check that students receive and understand such
feedback, and have acted based on it. Hattie suggested three key
questions that feedback can address: “Where am I going?”, “How
am I going?”, and “Where to next?”. He also suggested four types of
feedback: task, process, self-regulation, and self-evaluation. The ability
to benefit from feedback is widely known to be related to dorsolateral
functions (Miller & Cummings, 2007; Stuss & Alexander, 2000), and selfmonitoring of performance related to the anterior cingulate (Carter & van
Veen, 2007). Feedback is thus critical for students with executive “brain
boss” problems that affect self-regulation and control (Hale et al., 2009).
Another teaching strategy that has high average effect sizes is study
skills, including metacognitive (thinking about thinking) and selfregulated learning. A meta-analysis by Lavery (2008) found high effect
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sizes for various study skills, such as organizing instructional materials,
verbalizing steps when completing a learning task, checking and
evaluating work before turning it in to the teacher, keeping records of
information related to learning tasks, seeking help when needed, using
learning strategies such as mnemonics, setting goals and planning
for learning, and monitoring own performance and outcomes. Given
that a vast majority of children with executive dysfunction and social/
emotional disorders have problems in the frontal-subcortical circuitry
(Reddy, Weissman, & Hale, 2013), these strategies can be particularly
effective in improving academic outcomes for children affected with
conditions such as ADHD, depression, anxiety, and conduct problems.
Brain literacy can then help teachers understand differences among
these disorders, so the metacognitive intervention is tailored to the
disorder in question. For instance, if a child has attention problems
due to external distractibility, metacognitive strategy instruction could
focus on ignoring stimuli, while for those with internal distractibility
(e.g., depression), it could focus on seeking external stimuli to increase
interactions with the environment.
Several interventions have been developed to improve executive
deficits in these children (e.g., working memory), but results have been
mixed (Melby-Lervag & Hulme, 2013). Results show working memory
is highly related to reading comprehension and math problem-solving
performance (e.g., Carretti, Borella, Cornoldi, & De Beni, 2009; van
den Bos et al., 2013), and working memory interventions can lead to
changes in brain function following training (Klingberg, 2010; Takeuchi
et al., 2010). However, because neuroscientists typically do not focus
on generalizing working memory performance to academic tasks,
training task improvement is not sufficient (Titz & Karbach, 2014). As
suggested earlier, brain-based interventions must be translated into
practice, attesting to the need to bridge the gap between educational
neuroscience and classroom instruction.
Another high impact approach includes worked examples. In worked
examples, students are shown the appropriate steps for solving
a problem, rather than simply given the correct answer. Students
respond by practising the steps in sequence using self-explanation,
thus reducing cognitive load during acquisition of new skills (Renki,
2005). This explicit aspect of acquiring knowledge and skills is critical
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in the neuroscience of learning (Blakemore & Frith, 2005), as passive
learning is not nearly as effective as active learning that requires
student engagement (Geake & Cooper, 2006; Willis, 2007). Not only
is cortical motoric functioning crucial for learning, but evidence also
suggests the motor circuitry associated with the basal ganglia and
cerebellum are involved as well (Bostan, Dum, & Strick, 2010; Nachev,
Kennard, & Husain, 2008), providing the neurobiological explanation for
the adage “use it or lose it”. Engaging frontal motor circuity, be it during
taking notes, experiential learning, discovery instruction, or physical
education, increases both the dopamine important for reward and
appetitive learning (Harley, 2004) and the likelihood of the cerebellum
automatizing learned skills (Koziol et al., 2014). In addition, since left
hemisphere language and motor processes are related to carrying out
sequences of action, improving sequential processing during worked
examples instruction may be highly effective.
Likely tapping the affective-social dimensions of learning noted
to be important in UDL (Rose & Meyers, 2002), the instructional
methods of peer tutoring and cooperative learning appear to be
effective instructional methods according to Hattie’s (2009) results.
Peer tutoring has been found to benefit both the tutor and the tutee
across subject areas (Okilwa & Shelby, 2010). Students learn when
they are teaching others because the process helps them to be
their own teachers. The adage “nothing helps you learn more than
when you teach it” seems to fit the findings regarding peer tutoring.
However, with the brain literate teacher, attention could be paid to
factors such as reading visual social cues/body language, auditory
perception of emotional prosody, or modifying actions based on an
ongoing dialogue. One technique we have found to be quite useful is
having students watch video clips, and then at a stopping point during a
social exchange, having them report what happened before the picture,
what is happening in the picture, what the characters are thinking and
feeling, and finally, what will happen next.
Peer tutoring has been found to be more effective if the students
have more control over setting goals, monitoring, and evaluating
performance under teacher guidance (Meheady & Gard, 2010).
Cooperative learning, particularly the jigsaw method where both
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individual and group expectations are evaluated, also taps on the socialaffective dimension, with an effect size of .59. We know that social and
emotional characteristics of learning are important but that they follow a
curvilinear relationship, with too little or too much emotion differentially
affecting the orbital-ventral medial circuitry (Hale & Fitzer, 2015)
and learning and memory (Gluck, Mercado, & Myers, 2013). While
engagement is important for student learning, it should be balanced,
with teacher facilitation for learning (Slavin, 1980). Most teachers would
understandably focus on the task demands and student academic
performance during a cooperative learning activity, but the brain literate
teacher would consider social and emotional aspects of social exchange
as well, leading to better learning as a result.
Concept mapping, developed based on Ausubel’s theory of meaningful
learning, is a graphical representation of the hierarchies and
relationships among the concepts related to a topic. Students can
be asked to construct a map, complete a partial one, or interpret a
completed one. By asking students to present their knowledge in a
certain way of representation, it engages the students to think about the
key concepts and their interrelationship, which Jonassen suggested is
a form of critical thinking. In essence, this approach can tap a critical
dimension of left hemisphere-local (parts) and right hemisphere-global
(whole) functions, encouraging interhemispheric communication and
both discordant-divergent and concordant-convergent thinking found to
be critical for fluid reasoning and achievement, particularly in the area
of mathematics (Bryan & Hale, 2001; Hale, Fiorello, Dumont, Willis,
Rackley, & Elliott, 2008; Müller-Oehring, Schulte, Raassi, Pfefferbaum,
& Sullivan, 2007; Singh & Boyle, 2004).

Student Factors

Student factors that have high effect sizes (>0.40) include prior
achievement, self-concept, motivation or engagement, and low anxiety.
Hattie suggested that prior student achievement (e.g., exposure to
enriching learning environments and prior instruction) positively affects
how likely a student is to put forth effort and engage in new learning
tasks. Thus, prior learning and academic competence seems to be a
key to student success in schools. The prior achievement of students
has one of the highest average effect sizes (.67) and is consistent
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through all grade levels, from preschool to college. This highlights
the importance of early identification of learning needs and early
intervention, as student achievement in early stages of education
is a strong predictor of later performance. This is consistent with
educational neuroscience evidence. As Hale et al. (2016) discuss,
a neurodevelopmental perspective suggests making basic skills
automatic is critical so that new and more advanced learning can take
place. It also recognizes that the wait-to-fail approach that has plagued
the tertiary care approach to serving children with learning challenges
(Fuchs, Fuchs, & Compton, 2012) can lead to automatized dysfunction
if early intervention does not take place (Koziol et al., 2013). The
brain literate teacher would also use strategies such as an advanced
organizer or preparatory set in an effort to link prior learning to the
learning task at hand. A strategy such as paired associate learning
could foster this old-new learning connection.
Besides prior experience and achievement competence, other
attitudinal and dispositional factors, including student self-concept,
motivation, and engagement in learning, are critical (Hattie, 2009).
These factors are important because they reflect what the students
are willing to do in terms of learning. The meta-analysis by Valentine,
Du Bois, & Cooper (2004) revealed that student self-concept and
achievement could affect each other in a reciprocal manner. Essentially,
positive self-concept results in better achievement and as students
achieve academic competence, their self-esteem improves. One
of the key factors from an educational neuroscience perspective is
ensuring curriculum scope and sequences follow a neurodevelopmental
progression, speaking to the importance of neuroscientists consulting
with those engaged in curriculum development (Clement & Lovat, 2012;
Goswami, 2004; Hale & Ng, 2016). In addition, the brain literate teacher
could provide feedback and instruction that ensures academic success,
such as task analysing assignments, and providw scaffolding as
needed that builds in high rates of student displayed behaviour, explicit
constructive feedback, and opportunities for student success.
As noted earlier, one of the things that UDL emphasizes is the affective
part of learning, which we know is critical for learning readiness and
competence (Rose & Meyer, 2002). Student motivation has been
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shown to be related to several factors, including their academic
competence, goal setting, receiving appropriate feedback, positive
affirmation by others (Dörnyei, 2001), and autonomy to control their
learning (Ross, 1988). On the other hand, experiences such as
humiliation, conflicts with teachers, and bad test results are known to
be demotivating factors. These are all factors over which schools can
exert their influence. Conversely, negative emotion, such as test or
performance anxiety, has been found to be negatively correlated with
performance. This could arise out of fear of unfavourable assessment
of performance, defensiveness about poor performance, and general
dislike for tests and examination. Optimal challenge and high rates of
success are critical for student motivation (Brophy, 2013), which is a
consistent finding of the impact of emotion on learning – too much or
too little can lead to impaired learning (Gluck et al., 2013).
Engagement refers to active participation in learning activities, such
as experimenting, raising or answering questions, contributing to
discussion, or taking notes. Making engagement “visible” can be difficult
as it is related to meaningfulness and depth of cognitive processing
for the learning tasks, and not just the completion of the tasks. Hattie
(2009) cautioned that busy work in classrooms does not necessarily
mean engagement. Some suggest using problem-solving heuristics
in learning makes more sense than drill and repetition, but both are
necessary since they develop different brain regions (Delazer et al.,
2005). Given that Hattie’s results show that a technique such as
direct instruction is highly effective in teaching new skills, and that
repeated practice is necessary to automatize adaptive outcomes and
achievement competence (Hale et al., 2016), perhaps one of the best
uses of technology is the development of motivating instructional
activities that encourage skill practice, such as serious games
(Connolly, Boyle, MacAuthur, Hainey & Boyle, 2012). It is important to
note that, from a neurodevelopmental perspective, we have competing
findings. Although rote drill and repetition are inherently less motivating
(e.g., less affectively rewarding), limited practice leads to limited skill
automaticity or proficiency, so the goal of brain literate teachers must be
to make the repetition interesting for students. This type of learning can
provide the foundations of basic knowledge and skills that are important
for deeper learning with content that requires more complex processing.
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Integrating Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning Science:
Educational Neuroscience

When “How People Learn: Bridging Research and Practice” was
first published by the Committee on Developments in the Science of
Learning following a two-year study commissioned by the National
Research Council in the United States, the blueprint for brain-based
education was put forward. This publication and the expanded volume
published in Bransford, Brown & Cocking (2000) documented some of
the key research findings about learning that could inform classroom
practices about effective teaching. The key findings, consistent with the
cognitive neuroscience and science of learning perspectives as well as
the three brain systems of UDL, suggested:
•

Prior student knowledge and experience play a critical role in
learning, affecting integration of new information and concepts;

•

Developing student competency requires not only a foundation
of factual knowledge, but also a conceptual framework to
organize, retrieve, and apply the knowledge; and

•

Students who develop metacognitive skills take control of their
learning for developing learning goals, monitoring progress,
and evaluating outcomes.

Bransford et al. (2010) note experts are more likely to approach problem
solving with principles, core concepts, and big ideas than novices.
Armed with a rich repertoire of knowledge, experts also organize
their knowledge such that it is “conditionalized” to be retrieved and
applied efficiently and fluently. Experts also have strong metacognitive
skills, being flexible in adapting their knowledge for new problems
and situations as well as transferring their knowledge to everyday
environments. These skills would be particularly difficult for someone
with executive or fluid reasoning difficulties, so strategies to improve
planning, organizing, monitoring, evaluating, and changing thinking and/
or behaviour could be undertaken by the brain literate teacher.
All new learning involves transfer with initial learning hindering or
facilitating later learning. Learning in varying contexts and using
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contrasting cases can help students identify the conditions under which
the knowledge is applicable, and metacognitive approaches to learning
can facilitate later transfer. Children are actively making sense of the
world around them, so they need to develop strategies of intentional
learning and understand what it means and what it takes to learn
effectively. Parents and teachers play critical roles in children’s learning
by helping them to link new situations with familiar ones, directing
the child’s attention, structuring the learning environment, providing
support, and motivating them to succeed. In doing so, brain literate
teachers can not only see academic and psychosocial functioning
improvements but are also cognizant of the importance of generalizing
newfound skills to other settings and circumstances.
The convergence of developmental psychology, cognitive psychology,
and neuroscience has revealed three basic facts about brain and
learning (Bransford et al., 2010): 1) Learning changes physical brain
structures; 2) these physical changes alter functional brain organization;
and 3) these structures/functions are more relevant at certain times,
situations, or developmental periods. In other words, learning organizes
and reorganizes the brain, and how the brain is functioning affects
learning, all within the environmental (classroom) context – much like
the ideas put forth by Bandura’s Reciprocal Determinism (1986) over
30 years ago (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Bandura’s Reciprocal Determinism.

Clearly, the learning science, cognitive science, and educational
neuroscience research findings converge attesting to the validity of their
relationship (Fiorello, Hale, & Snyder, 2006). This evidence suggests
that the foundation for brain-based learning in schools has been laid
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but not capitalized on to-date, at least not by prominent stakeholders
who shape the educational policies and practices. Perhaps the larger
question is how to facilitate buy-in among stakeholders so that the
critical infrastructure necessary for knowledge translation can be built,
thereby ensuring that newly developed educational neuroscience
knowledge and skills can become meaningful for classroom-based
practice.

Educational Neuroscience: Scientists and Educators

Neuroscience is the study of the brain and its functions, but psychology
is part of its foundational core. When Hale and Fiorello (2004) wrote the
first book on school neuropsychology, the focus was on applying these
neuroscience discoveries to inform school psychology practice. From a
school psychology perspective, there has been considerable movement
away from intelligence testing for the purposes of placing children in
special education (e.g., “test and place”) to focusing on achievement
outcomes (Hosp, Hosp, & Howell, 2012) and understanding the cognitive
processes underlying achievement (e.g., McGrew & Wendling, 2010).
This movement away from “ability” to “cognition” is in part based
on findings that cognitive diversity is the norm in most children
(approximately 80-85%), not just those with disabilities (Hale et al.,
2007). Advocates of differentiated instruction argue their methods
recognize these individual learner differences based on brain
functioning, but a review of this literature suggests they focus on
multiple intelligences or learning styles, neither of which are evidencebased (Pashler, McDaniel, Rohrer, & Bjork, 2008; Waterhouse, 2006) or
consistent with modern conceptualizations of brain functioning (Reddy,
Weissman, & Hale, 2013). Although UDL’s Recognition, Strategic,
and Affective networks makes more sense in terms of neuroscience
accuracy, UDL's oversimplification of the complexity of neuronal
networks limits its utility. In fact, a review of UDL’s framework shows
little recognition of student cognitive or neuropsychological diversity
beyond a generic recognition. There is no connection with the patterns
of strengths and weaknesses inherent in most children and, particularly,
various reading, writing, math, and psychosocial disorders.
With the birth of school neuropsychology (Hale & Fiorello, 2004) and
educational neuroscience (Goswami, 2006), the stage has been set for
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developing model programmes for knowledge translation of the science
of learning so that neuroscientific and neuropsychology findings can
inform educational practices in schools (Carew & Magsamen, 2010).
Several programs have emerged in prominent universities including
the Mind, Brain, and Education programme at Harvard University, the
Educational Neuroscience programme at Vanderbilt University, and
the Centre for Neuroscience in Education programme at Cambridge
University. Still, none of these programs explicitly target knowledge
translation for educators. Instead, most prepare individuals to conduct
educational neuroscience research. Controlled experiments targeting
constructs such as auditory processing (e.g., Pugh et al., 2013),
working memory (e.g., Dunning, Holmes, & Gathercole, 2013), and
executive functions (Diamond & Lee, 2011) have led investigators
on new paths of understanding regarding the brain, academic
achievement, and behaviour. However, this understanding is only now
being translated into practice, and no one has focused on the needs of
the front-line therapists in children’s lives – the parents and teachers
who work with them every day.
Interestingly, many early notions about brain functioning have been
re-written as a result of emergent neuroscience evidence. Consistent
with neurodevelopmental findings (Giedd & Rapoport, 2010), children
who struggle with learning often show more brain activity instead of less
(e.g., Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2015), suggesting that “normal” learning
is in part due to more efficient brain processing, as suggested earlier.
While there may be other factors that impact this activity, intervention
studies show that abnormal dysfunctional brain patterns found in
children with special needs are normalized following intervention
(Shaywtiz et al., 20004; Simos et al., 2007), especially when the
right intervention is chosen for a particular type of brain processing
deficit (Berninger & Dunn, 2012). These results suggest the brain is
highly malleable and can be altered in a positive way with the right
educational interventions. At the same time, the wrong educational
interventions can have potentially harmful effects. It is important to
note that normalized brain patterns may impact academic performance
rather than behaviour, but these findings still have dramatic implications
for school-based practice. Not only does this suggest that many
children with high-incidence disabilities can improve their function, but it
also suggests they can overcome their disability.
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A recent meta-analysis conducted by scientists at Nanyang
Technological University (NTU) confirms not only the abnormal patterns
among children with reading and mathematics disabilities, but that brain
literate interventions lead to normalized brain functioning (Liu, Chen, &
Hale, 2016; see Figure 6). In other words, effective teaching changes
brain functioning (Liu et al., 2016). Critically, this suggests that an
individual’s deficits that interfere with learning and/or behaviour do not
necessarily lead to lifelong disability, and can be attenuated and even
ameliorated in some cases (Hale et al., 2016).

Figure 6. Teaching is changing brain functioning.

Although neuroscientists who conduct these studies may provide useful
interventions for schools to consider, these interventions are typically
removed from the academic environment and are not easily adapted
within the context of current curricular and instructional demands.
In other words, teachers would need to stop standard instruction to
provide the neuroscience-based intervention, or individual children
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would have to be withdrawn from the classroom to receive the
intervention. This would obviously take students away from an inclusive
classroom experience and limit their educational opportunities. An
additional neuroscience intervention would obviously place increased
demands on teachers and students, but perhaps an even more
important issue is whether these isolated interventions would enable
students to generalize newfound knowledge or skills to real world
learning demands (Melby-Lervag & Hulme, 2013).
A final limitation of current approaches has to do with neuroscientist
knowledge of academic curriculum and classroom instruction. Although
educational neuroscience evidence confirms that neural patterns
(neuromarkers) among diverse learners are better predictors of
intervention outcomes than behavioural measures (Gabrieli, Ghosh, &
Whitfield-Gabrieli, 2015), neuroscientists typically do not know enough
about curriculum, instruction, or classrooms to translate this knowledge
into classroom-based practice. If the best interventions are unrelated
to authentic learning demands, the likelihood of the intervention having
substantial impact on student outcomes remains minimal. This gap
between research and practice suggests that bridges must be built
at multiple levels, including educating both researchers and teachers
(Ansari & Coch, 2006; Koch, Timmerman, Peiffer, & Laurienti, 2013)
about the importance of brain literacy in the classroom.

The Potential Impact of Brain Literacy on Curriculum,
Instruction, and Student Outcomes

One of the questions frequently asked by those not familiar with
educational neuroscience or brain literacy approaches to education is:
How does brain literacy improve curriculum, instruction, and student
outcomes? One of the goals of developing teacher brain literacy is
not only to sensitize teachers to student learner diversity, but also
to see how newfound knowledge and skills relate to the curriculum
teachers are required to teach, the instructional materials they use,
their pedagogical style, and classroom delivery. To explore this complex
interaction of curriculum, instruction, and outcomes, brain literate
teachers learn to re-evaluate commonly held beliefs and practices
to consider more nuanced approaches in which their knowledge of
neurodevelopment and brain structure and function can impact their
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actions and student behaviours. Not only can this improve academic
outcomes and student behaviours, but it can also create a more
effective and positive learning experience for all.
The brain-based model (Hale et al., 2016) presented in Figure
7 forms the template for educators’ understanding of all brain
behaviour relationships in the classroom during brain literacy training.
Adopted as the contemporary model representing brain functioning
by the American Psychological Association (Hale, Wilcox, et al.,
2016), neuroscience evidence has revealed most of the learning
and behavioural difficulties experienced by children are not easily
observable, so they are not “visible” like Hattie’s recommended
instructional approaches.

Figure 7. Hale’s (2016) model of brain functioning endorsed by APA.

Instead of being visible (i.e., visual, auditory, tactile, kinaesthetic), most
brain functions relevant for educators happen in what Luria termed
the multimodal convergence “Zones of Overlapping” (back of the
brain) or the executive “Superstructure” (front of the brain) (Schneider
et al., 2013). Hale’s model recognizes that these structures work as
systems that interact with each other, so teacher and allied practitioner
interpretation occurs along a gradient (Goldberg, 2001) or continuum of
cognitive strengths and weaknesses. Even though these are visualized
as dichotomies, all axes have a continuum. Perhaps the most important
bridge that needs to be made is between the invisible learning
processes that must be inferred and the visual learning strategies
recommended by the science of learning.
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This is why the most contemporary model of brain functioning is not
easily visible, and why brain literacy training requires both knowledge
and practice for competency. Functional brain-based learner differences
most relevant for education are not immediately recognized by teachers
as the result of their insufficient understanding of brain literacy. A
strategy for helping educators better understand these brain differences
is to have them consider real world examples through quality brain
literacy instruction. Activities such as case studies from their classes,
or interpreting an everyday behaviour from a neuropsychological
orientation, are valuable activities designed to help educators translate
knowledge into practice. Not only does this provide important, authentic
examples to bridge the knowledge-practice gap, it also provides an
important impetus for motivating teachers to enhance instructional
efforts in the real world. The end-product is advanced teacher skill in
addition to improved academic and behavioural outcomes for students.
It is important to note there are differences between traditional,
standard teacher training and the type of brain literate training
advocated in this discussion. To highlight the differences, three tables
are provided, addressing curriculum differences (Table 2), academic
instructional differences (Table 3), and behavioural instructional
differences (Table 4). These examples are not exhaustive and are
not prioritized in any order, but are instead illustrative of potential
differences between what is often taught in standard teacher education
programs (either locally or abroad) and what is taught by teachers
trained in educational neuroscience and brain literacy. Policymakers
who use the table as a guide may find it easiest to choose a certain
number of student or teacher behaviours they feel are the most
prevalent in their schools. While NIE does a high-quality job of
preparing teachers and the Ministry of Education (MOE) has a worldclass professional development program, there are gaps that can be
filled between traditional practice and brain literate instruction. The
examples provided in the tables below do not apply to all teachers
but are instead practices that have been observed in schools. It is our
belief that every teacher and every child deserves an education that is
sensitive to the latest advances in brain literacy.
Table 2 highlights the work that can be done at the curriculum level,
which not only includes curriculum scope and sequence efforts
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developed at the organizational level, but also addresses materials
used to cover the curriculum such as textbooks, worksheets, and
assignments. Prior work with the Alberta Ministry of Education
curriculum specialists fostered a restructuring of curricular goals and
objectives across multiple domains, thereby shaping curriculum,
instruction, and assessment for hundreds of schools (Hale, Backenson,
Fitzer, Kubas, & Carmichael 2013). The brain literate curriculum
specialist is cognizant of how neurodevelopment influences learning
and instruction, ensuring the necessary prerequisites for more advanced
objectives are achieved in a logical, sequential, and progressive fashion
that leads to the ultimate curricular goals (Geake & Cooper, 2003).
Not only should books, materials, media, and assignments match the
curriculum sequence in a prescribed fashion, but the brain literate
educator should also be aware of potential problems with how materials
are constructed that may lead to student interference with mastering the
curriculum. Construct contamination and measurement issues within
the context of neurodevelopment and cognitive diversity, such as how
executive functions impact classroom performance, are crucial factors
that need to be addressed when planning brain literacy curriculum
development (e.g., Meltzer, 2011). Working with curriculum and
measurement leaders simultaneously can ensure more reliable and valid
high-stakes measures for better system evaluation and improvement.
Table 2. Example Differences in Traditional and Brain Literate Approaches to
Curriculum and Materials
Expected Outcome

Brain Literate Education

Expected Outcome

Developmental Goals and objecSequence
tives written with
content only, with
wording leading to
age-inappropriate
standards

Domain

Standard Education

Only some children
acquire objectives;
others do not meet
criteria, subsequent
learning is difficult

Neurodevelopment
considered for objective
criteria; task analysis
based on developmental
progression ensures ageappropriate standards

Students achieve
early subcomponent
skills necessary for
more advanced objectives, consistent
with neurodevelopmental expectations

Multiple
Constructs
in Single
Objective

Outcomes may
reflect one or
another construct,
confounding measurement; students
use compensatory
approaches to pass,
but lower progress
learners are left
behind

Objectives written with
brain functions considered so less chance for
compensation and more
accurate measurement
and decision rules

Student success/
difficulty accurately
recognized and
remediated as
necessary to ensure
competency on
objectives

Objectives written
tapping different
cognitive and/or
emotional constructs, so different
brain areas are
involved
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Constructs
Related and
Unrelated to
Objectives
Purportedly
Measured

Objectives in one
area can include
other content not
expected (e.g.,
language on math
word problems)

Difficulty in one
area limits acquisition of benchmarks
in another area,
confounding
measurement and
results

Neurodevelopmental
constructs considered
within and across objectives to ensure more
accurate measurement,
reduce complexity

Difficulties in one
area not affecting
other area, recognition of individual differences in acquisition and retention

Extracurriculars Extracurricular
Separated from activities seen as
Academic Core less important
for learning and
sacrificed for core
subject instruction

Increased academic
task time at expense
of extracurricular
activities; struggling
students more likely
to fail

Physical education and
arts critical for neurodevelopment and brain
health by increasing
neurotransmitters for
learning, and for reinforcement of academic
tasks

Children more
well-rounded and
perform better in
academic subjects
when exercise is incorporated throughout day, and arts
fosters hemispheric
function/integration

Textbook and
Materials:
Content and
Orientation

Individual learner
differences lead
to text facilitating
learning for some
but hampering
others

Textbook orientation
and activities can foster
or hinder achievement;
comprehension scaffolds necessary if overly
focused on orientation
(e.g., inquiry, direct
instruction)

Students find different aspects of text
enjoyable (preferred
focus), others more
challenging (deferred
focus), with bridges
offered for comprehension and access

Textbook orientation unrelated
to achievement,
prescribed activities followed for all
children

Table 3 represents common issues teachers face in the classroom
regarding academic achievement. Although these examples may or
may not apply to certain educational systems, schools, classrooms,
or teachers, they are nonetheless common examples of instructional
practices used by teachers trained in standard educational training
programs and those who receive more advanced brain literacy
instruction. The question often asked is one of teacher competence,
and if expert teachers need brain literacy instruction to develop more
advanced skills in order to detect individual differences and meet the
needs of diverse learners (e.g., Fischer, Goswami, & Geake, 2010). In
many cases, the answer would be yes – expert teachers may develop
a more nuanced and sophisticated approach to understanding and
serving all children, but the probability is enhanced by understanding
how brain functions affect learning (Willis, 2008). The “value added” is
that brain literate teachers develop these skills much more quickly than
they would through trial and error experiences, effectively serving as
expert teachers of children earlier in their careers.
In addition to brain literacy helping develop teacher expertise sooner,
some of these symptoms or characteristics exhibited by students are
not easily recognized without brain literacy, such as the importance
of handwritten spelling in improving sound-symbol association when
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reading words (Berninger et al., 2006). To further elucidate this
example, Berninger and colleagues have shown that spelling by hand
(not typing or recognizing spelling accuracy) improves sound-symbol
association, and neuroscience shows us the reason – the part of the
brain that perceives (input) and maps sounds (phonemes) onto symbols
(graphemes) is also well-connected to the area of the brain that writes
(output) those symbols. In fact, the anterior frontal area, associated with
motor memory of letters, connects both directly and indirectly with the
posterior parietal region which connects sounds with letters.
Another example that highlights this connection can be seen in the
classroom. Children who have difficulty with sound-symbol association
often move their lips when reading silently, suggesting that the brain
is trying to use this expressive language action to facilitate phonemegrapheme perception (He et al., 2003; Heilman, Voeller, & Alexander,
1996), and that when children improve their connections of sounds with
letters the lip movement disappears. These are examples that might
not readily be recognized by even expert teachers with many years in
the field. These teachers may have stumbled upon it by using a “multisensory” approach to teaching reading and spelling, but there is also the
chance they missed it all together or did not understand what they were
seeing in the child. Worse yet, they may recommend a student avoid
spelling or handwriting, offering a keyboard and spell check instead.
Table 3. Example Differences in Traditional and Brain literate Approaches to
Academic Instruction.
Standard Education

Expected Outcome

Brain literate Education

Expected Outcome

Intervention
Packages
Purchased
for Global
Problem

Issue

Same evidencebased instructional
approach used for
all children in each
global area (e.g.,
reading)

Some children
respond to
evidence-based
approach while
others continue to
struggle; lower selfesteem results from
repeated failure

Instructional approach is
based on the cause (e.g.,
phonological, rapid naming) of the global problem (e.g., reading), so
intervention is tailored
to individual need

Student gets appropriate intervention
designed to address
cause of problem;
global outcome
enhanced for all

Different
Orientations
to Solving
Problems and
Showing Work

Teacher allows
different approaches
to accomplishing
assignment as long
as “right” answer is
achieved

Some children
use maladaptive
learning patterns
to achieve correct
answers in current
class that fail them
later as curriculum
demands change

Acquisition of fundamental skills is necessary; neglecting skill
area, even if compensated for, may later lead to
maladaptive outcomes

Students develop
fundamental skills
necessary for both
current and later
curriculum demands,
prepared for
generalization to
later instruction
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Completing
Tasks or Tests
Quickly

Students who
struggle with quick
performance are
given extended time
during assignments
and testing

Students with
extended time
appear different
from peers; perform
at own pace, losing
class instruction

Determine cause of
slow performance
and remediate; build
processing speed if slow,
with decreasing accommodations as accompanying goal

Children no longer
need extended
time to complete
tasks and perform
comparably to peers
in terms of speed
and accuracy

Language Comprehension
Problem with
Nouns and/or
Verbs

Teacher repeats
instructions or writes
them down for
student

Students recognize
need to understand,
but do so in rote
fashion

Teacher recognises that
nouns and verbs are processed in different areas
of the brain, and so can
be more affected in one
child or another

Behaviour, memory,
and language processing patterns
connected; students
get help with parts of
language where most
needed

Language
Problem with
Syntax due to
Sequencing
and/or Simple
vs. Complex
Syntax

Teacher uses rulebased learning to
teach syntax

Students follow
rules but do not
apply them to their
own oral or written
expressions

Syntax and sequential
processing are related to
Broca’s and Exner’s brain
areas; this differs for
complex syntax

Students use
working memory
to hear, repeat, and
generate different
sequences of words

Word Reading Problem
Interferes with
Comprehension

Students who
have difficulty with
reading are read to,
and then answer
questions

Students unable to
access knowledge
and content unless
someone reads it
for them

Determine cause of
reading problem and
build literacy to allow access to written materials
in multiple settings

Children read
and comprehend
adequately, and can
use reading skills
in other classes or
independently

Student
Gives Wrong
Response
During Whole
Group Instruction

During whole class
Q&A, students who
do not provide answers are not given
second chances, so
others respond

Student with
difficulty in memory
retrieval or oral
expression feels
inadequate and
frustrated, and no
longer tries to
answer questions

Teacher listens to student response and tries
to cue/shape answers
until correct answer is
achieved

Student is rewarded
for effort and can
learn to cue self to
aid retrieval or say
things in different
ways to ensure accuracy

Spelling
Accuracy

Student with spelling Student has difficulproblem told to use ty with spelling and
computer spell check reading decoding/
word attack skills

Written spelling
important for soundsymbol associations so
practice spelling and
also writing letters for
decoding

Student reads better
by practicing speaking and reading at
same time, transferring sound to letter,
letter to sound,
sound to writing,
letter to saying sound

Handwriting
Competence

Students are given
laptop to key in
written responses

Student feels
different and never
learns to write or
draw well

Causes of poor handwriting (spatial, sensory, motor, integration)
determined and targeted

Student improves
deficit area, no longer has handwriting
problems

Work
Completion

Students are given
less homework or
fewer items to
complete during
in-class assignments,
especially if they
have difficulty understanding content

Student works to
achieve minimal
amounts of work;
has difficulty
with mastery and
fluency, making
higher level learning
more difficult

Student needs more
items and practice
to automatize skills;
subsequent learning is
more difficult and mentally taxing if basic skills
not automatic, even if
accurate

Student not only
accurate but fluent in
performance, freeing
working memory for
better understanding and making new
learning less arduous
and time-consuming

Table 4 highlights the differences between standard instructional
and brain literate practices for coping with behavioural issues
often observed in the classroom. Teachers are often well-versed in
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instructional practices related to academic domains, but often report
limited preservice training in behaviour management (Giallo & Little,
2003). Not only is effective behaviour management critical for ensuring
maximum time and energy spent on learning, but it is perhaps even
more importantly related to teacher satisfaction (Clunies-Ross, Little, &
Kienhuis, 2008). Managing behaviour effectively is especially important
to consider when teacher burnout is often caused by difficulties with
classroom management of disruptive students or emotional behaviour
problems (Egyed & Short, 2006).
Although certain examples of brain-behaviour instructional differences
for brain literate teachers seem straightforward, it is common for
teachers to misunderstand the basic tenets of behaviour or, more
confusingly for the child, to manage similar behaviours (e.g., attention
problems) with different causes in similar ways. Although not all
examples in Table 4 occur in every classroom in Singapore, the
consequences have been observed. There are protocols in place
for student “discipline” problems in schools, but what we often find is
that teachers and schools are actually requiring obedience to avoid
punishment and receive reward, instead of developing student selfdiscipline and self-control skills. Obedience comes from obeying external
factors. Self-discipline comes from understanding ourselves. Teachers
and schools can help students develop better self-discipline through an
understanding of student brain-behaviour relationships in the classroom.
Table 4. Differences in Traditional and Brain Literate Approaches to
Behavioural Instruction
Standard Education

Expected Outcome

Brain Literate Education

Expected Outcome

Attention to
Task

Issue

Poor attention
to task leads to
teacher reprimands
and reducing free
time activities

Attention continues to be poor and
student-teacher
relationship limited

Different causes of attention problems (e.g.,
inattention, distractibility, neglect) require
different interventions

Students attend
to environment to
decrease internal
attention problem;
students focus
attention to avoid
distractibility

Following
Teacher
Instructions
or Commands

Student who does
not comply with
teacher demands is
seen as volitional,
noncompliant, and
is punished

Punishment suppresses behaviour,
and leads to problem transferred to
other behaviours;
student has lower
self-esteem

Problem behaviour
may be inadvertently
reinforced or may not
be volitional because of
inconsistent executive
function

Teacher recognizes situations or
environments more
likely to lead to
behaviour; prevents
behaviour from occurring or responds
accordingly
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Student
Action
Different
from Stated
Desire or
Value

Student says one
thing but does
another, so is perceived as volitional
in misbehaviour

Student is punished for lying or
deceiving teacher;
trust is lost, and
student feels
helpless

If problem behaviour is
automatic, student can
want to change but has
difficulty changing in
real world

Student is given
behavioural intervention to prevent
or interfere with
problem behaviour
displayed

Conflicting
Student
Reports
Following
Problem
Behaviour

Students give conflicting accounts for
conflict or problem
situation, so one
must be “lying”

Teacher tries to
find out “truth”
and believes one
more credible, and
punishes other, or
looks for eyewitnesses

Memory is fallible and
may be retrieved differently, so teacher tries
to understand different
perspectives, and brings
different sides together

Students sees differing viewpoints
and feels their perspective is valued;
more likely to solve
conflicts in productive way

Social Skills

Commercial social
skills program
used across all
students regardless
of behavioural
differences

Some students
benefit from
program, others
have difficulty
understanding or
performing social
skills

Processing strengths
and weaknesses tied to
social skills deficits, with
perception and/or action
targeted for individual
students

Students attend to
particular processing problem during
social skills; role
plays for practicing
perception and/or
action for automaticity

Motivation

Student is unmotivated to perform;
student may have
problems in the
family or home, or
does not like the
teacher

Teacher not
concerned about
poor motivation,
blames the student
and/or outside
circumstances

Differences in reward
strength and motivation can be brain based;
influence on performance or behaviour
possible

Students use different approaches to
improve motivation
and task completion
based on individual
differences

Impulse
Control

Student impulsive
responding is
perceived as
attention-seeking
and/or oppositional
behaviour

Impulsive responding is ignored or
punished

Poor response inhibition
caused by poor executive control or excessive
executive control, with
interventions designed
to increase or decrease
functions respectively

Student delays
response for brief
period, waits for
clues to respond
(e.g., called on) or
reduces tension
stopping release
function (e.g.,
squeeze ball, desensitization)

Activity Level

Student moves
around in desk,
gets out of seat,
plays with materials

Teacher ignores
or reprimands
student, forces
student to sit
quietly

High activity level could
be due to brain over- or
underactivity, with goal
to decrease or increase
functioning respectively

Reduced activity
level using frequent
breaks, physical
activity (increase
brain), and reduce
anxiety and selfconcern (decrease
brain); sanction
single manipulative

Multicultural
and Gender
Differences
in Problem
Solving

Teacher prefers
single approach to
problem solving
not recognizing
cultural or gender
differences

Culture or gender
differences not
recognized; group
success or failure
regardless of approach, solution, or
timely completion

Collective vs. Individual
styles related to hemispheric preferences
and integration; males
better at quick solutions,
females more sophisticated approach but
more time consuming

Problem solving
style understood
and appreciated;
recognize that difference is expected
and different problems better solved
using different
approaches
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Research on Teaching Brain Literacy

Throughout this Working Paper, we have argued that teachers
change student brain functioning but few have formal education in
brain-behaviour relationships. Providing brain literacy instruction to
educators can allow them to better design curriculum, teach content,
and manage behaviour (Hale et al., 2016). However, the nascent state
of the field dictates that further research is necessary to determine the
optimal format for developing educator brain literacy knowledge and
increasing the skills that impact both teacher competency and student
learning outcomes.
Research conducted in North America has consistently shown teachers
value training in educational neuroscience (see Hale, Wilcox, & Reddy,
2016), but translation remains a critical missing component for that
brain literacy. For brain literacy to be effective in enhancing teacher
competency, researchers must study how training impacts classroom
instruction and student outcomes. To this extent, it is not satisfactory
to simply provide educator knowledge in traditional workshops or short
courses; efforts must be undertaken to ensure it changes educator skills
as well. If teacher skills are positively impacted, research is needed to
see if brain literacy improves student academic and social outcomes.
In Singapore, two educational neuroscience courses were taught (see
Goh, 2017) at the NIE through the Professional Development Office
in 2015. Similar courses designed to promote brain literacy among
educators and psychologists have been taught overseas, but this
was the first attempt to teach this content in Singapore. The course
built upon earlier efforts, recognizing that authentic cases from the
schools were necessary to bring about skill development. Based on
these findings, it was hypothesized that the courses would improve
educator brain literacy knowledge, skills, and opinions toward serving
students with diverse classroom needs. The researchers also explored
whether results differed among educators from mainstream and special
education settings.
It is important to note that, based on the quantitative findings,
participants from both mainstream and special schools significantly
improved their knowledge, skills, and opinions after the brain
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literacy course. Both post-lecture and post-case presentation
ratings were significantly higher than pre-course ratings for the
Knowledge, Skills, and Opinions domains. The addition of the case
studies furthered teacher skills, but not their knowledge or opinions.
However, participants reported similar pre-and post-course levels of
preparedness to teach children with special needs, suggesting that
additional training in special needs is in order.

Five Recommendations for the Future of Brain Literacy

Given the issues detailed in this Working Paper, ongoing and continual
brain literacy instruction will be very beneficial for Singaporean
educators. The gap between neuroscientists, who know about the
brain and learning but cannot translate it into classroom practice, and
educators, who advocate brain-based learning but do not have a good
understanding of it, remains formidable (Decker, Hale, & Flanagan,
2013; Hale et al., 2016; Reddy, Weissman, & Hale, 2013). The effort to
provide quality brain-based instruction will require substantial expertise
and commitment from MOE, allied Singaporean university affiliates
at the NIE and NTU, and a nationwide collection of professionals
engaged in the translation of educational neuroscience into classroombased practice. The suggestions below (two ongoing, three to be
developed) would provide a starting point for teachers to become
aware of and able to discuss brain literacy and the impact of proper
practice in the classroom.

Continued Development of a Translating Educational
Neuroscience Clearinghouse (TENC)

The Office of Education Research (OER) has recently provided
funding for the Translating Educational Neuroscience Clearinghouse
(TENC). The TENC will collate the top journal articles on neuroscience
and “translate” the abstracts so they are more easily understood by
everyday teachers. In addition, at least one practical real world example
per article will be provided on how the research can impact classroom
practice and student performance. Translated entries will be stored in
a searchable computer database and cross-linked via keywords. In
addition, there will be periodic summary papers on topics of interest for
Singaporean teachers. This Clearinghouse will be available to all those
at NIE and will help engage educators in conversations about the brain.
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Establishment of Professional Development Training for
Educators

Training for teachers and teacher educators will help debunk
neuromyths while also helping participants and faculty alike understand
the basics about how the brain functions and how it impacts student
learning and behaviour. As Singapore becomes more inclusive, it
is important that educators begin to understand the diversity in how
brains receive, process, and produce information, and the keys to
improved performance in the classroom. Since NIE faculty are often
the first point of contact with teacher trainees, it is important for them to
understand basic neuroscience and, at a minimum, to stop perpetuating
neuromyths. Obviously, it is important that teachers in the field are also
provided training that can facilitate their work with children.
It is important to acknowledge that system change takes time and the
utility of transformation would require more training than can be offered
in a one-off professional development session. However, helping
teachers start the conversation and creating awareness of both facts
and myths about the brain is an important first step. Further research
needs to be done to find out the impact of such training on teacher
performance and student outcomes. The need for more research on
educational neuroscience is critically important and is discussed more
thoroughly below.

Continued Research on the Impact of Brain Literacy Training
on Teacher Opinions, Skills, and Knowledge
Research completed on brain literacy instruction in Singapore showed
improved educator brain literacy knowledge, skills, and opinions
about serving children with and without special needs in mainstream
classrooms. Qualitative reports and study results suggest the training
could be enhanced by using a different format (more sessions,
but briefer) or using a blended learning approach (e.g., webcast
for content, small group exercises for applied component, direct
observation and consultation in classrooms). These results would be
considered when designing the courses and modules noted above.

Most importantly, there is a critical need for research that examines
teacher performance with students after the courses. It is not enough
to say the instruction is valued or helpful – it must change teacher skills
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and improve student outcomes. To accomplish this end, researchers,
academics, practitioners, and policymakers must realize the inevitable
conclusion established in this Working Paper – teaching is a process
that changes student brain function, but educators need direct
instruction in translating brain science to instructional practice.
Additionally, further research about specific types of educational
practice and the impact on the brain would be beneficial. Current
issues such as digital learning, cooperative learning, and Hattie’s
information on types of feedback can all be examined more carefully
through a neuroscientific lens. Forming a team focused on novel or
nascent technologies including eye-tracking software or portable EEGs
to be used for tracking learning in class would also be beneficial to
Singapore. For example, eye-trackers may be able to monitor the
gaze patterns of struggling readers and, hence, detect subgroups of
poor readers for differentiated intervention. These areas of research
will allow Singapore to not only consume the work of other leading
institutions but also produce information that is valuable to the field.

Establishment of Brain Literacy in Teacher Education

A good way to help future educators really understand and implement
brain literacy would be to include an entire module focusing on the
brain and learning. A brain literacy course is well-poised to meet the
call for bringing neuroscience to the classroom (Goswami, 2006). Not
only will this improve teacher expertise and professionalism in brainbased differentiated instruction, but it should also improve student
achievement and behaviour. Topics covered could include, but would
not be limited to, numeracy, literacy, oral and written expression,
working memory, attention control, emotional and/or behavioural
self-regulation, instructional modifications and accommodations, and
innovative neuroscientific technologies. This component and an elective
course on the application of learning could provide the foundation
for a Master’s Program in Educational Neuroscience/Brain Literacy
developed and offered with Singaporean educators in mind.

Conduct a 2018 Educational Neuroscience Symposium by
NIE and MOE
By conducting a symposium that includes local stakeholders such
as scholars, practitioners, and policymakers, MOE can begin a
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conversation about how to continue exploring and advancing what we
know about the brain and how it impacts teacher behaviour and student
learning. Hosted at NIE, this symposium could include speakers about
current trends and issues, individual research project updates/findings,
practical workshops for faculty and teachers on how to apply brain
literacy in their work, and roundtable discussions, or focus on advancing
the valuable contributions of neuroscience that will ultimately lead to
educational innovation and enhanced student outcomes.

Conclusion

With combined efforts from a varied body of stakeholders, creative
and effective methods to bring higher levels of brain literacy to
educators can become possible. The development of innovative
training programs merging the fields of neuroscience and education
will equip educators with powerful pedagogical tools. By empowering
teachers with robust knowledge and skills in educational neuroscience,
the diverse student body within Singapore will be better served
through teaching practices designed to expand and grow their
unique minds. While competency in teacher brain literacy will not
happen immediately, the suggestions above are meant to provide
the foundation for creating a more brain literate teaching force, with
research designed to ensure laudable goals are achieved. Combining
what we are learning from brain literacy with evidence-based practices
already in place will ensure that Singaporean students continue to lead
the world in academic achievement, with the benefit to individuals,
communities, and society both remarkable and sustainable.
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